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GEO Fly-In Seeks Parity with Solar
On Sept. 21-22, the Geothermal
Exchange Organization (GEO) led
a coalition of national associations
during a “Fly-In” to Washington
DC. Their purpose was to encourage members of Congress to extend the federal tax credits for
commercial and residential geothermal heat pump installations
through 2021, stipulated by H.R.
5167. Without that extension, the
federal tax credits for geothermal
heat pumps are set to expire on
Dec. 31.
The Domestic Energy and Job Security Coalition is comprised of GEO, the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association, the National Association of Home Builders, the National Ground Water
Association, the Air Conditioner Contractors of America and the Distributed Wind Energy
Association. Members of the International Ground Source Heat Pump Association also participated, in
addition to industry leaders from GEO Member Manufacturer companies ClimateMaster, EarthLinked
Technologies, Enertech Global, and WaterFurnace International. Twenty-four representatives from
these associations and companies were divided into five teams each led by a GEO lobbyist.
The coalition was greeted at its organizing and scheduling meeting on the morning of Sept. 21 by
Rep. Tom Reed (R-NY), chief sponsor of H.R. 5167. He thanked the group for supporting his bill, saying he
was confident the bipartisan legislation would "cross finish line after the elections."
During the two-day Fly-In, coalition members visited 56 congressional offices. “The message was
the same everywhere we went,” said GEO President and CEO Doug Dougherty. “Give the geothermal
heat pump industry exactly what the solar industry got in last December's omnibus bill, by extending our
residential and commercial tax credits, thus leveling the playing field for applications currently included
under Sections 25D and 48 of the tax code.”
The coalition also wants tax credit qualification language changed from after geothermal
equipment is "placed in service" to when construction/installation is "commenced." Passage of a
continuing resolution to keep the government functioning until Dec. 9 of this year opens the door to
more comprehensive spending legislation when Congress reconvenes in mid-November for a threeweek “lame duck” session after this year’s elections.
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“It’s within this narrow window that another omnibus or series of smaller bills will be decided
upon,” Dougherty explained. “The goal of our coalition is to make sure that the geothermal heat pump
tax credits for both residential and commercial installations are included in one of those bills.”
“We've built a pretty impressive coalition that now includes the Plumbing-Heating-Cooling
Contractors Association,” said Dougherty. “We made our presence felt in Congress during our Fly-In, but
we can't let up. GEO must build grassroots support during the October recess, then return to Washington for another Fly-In after the elections. Together we can make this happen." (GEO)

H.R. 5167 Provisions for Our Industry in a Nutshell
H.R. 5167 — the Technologies for Energy Security Act — is a bipartisan bill introduced in the U.S.
House of Representatives by Rep. Tom Reed (NY). The legislation would extend the 30% income tax
credit found in Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 25D for residential installations of geothermal
heat pumps (GHPs), and the 10% business investment tax credit found in IRC Section 48 for
commercial installations of GHPs.
•

The 30% income tax credit for residential installations is subject to the following phase-out:
- 30% after 12/31/16 and placed in service before 1/1/20;
- 26% after 12/31/19 and placed in service before 1/1/21;
- 22% after 12/31/20 and placed in service before 1/1/22;

•

The 10% business investment tax credit is extended to 12/31/21 with no phase out.

•

The “placed in service” eligibility language in IRC Section 48 is replaced with "the construction
of which begins before Jan. 1, 2022.”

Congress Needs to Act Fast to Prevent
Tax Increase on Geothermal Heat Pumps
By Doug Dougherty, President and CEO
GEO – The Geothermal Exchange Organization

O

ne of our most promising sources of renewable energy—geothermal
heat pumps (GHPs)—is rapidly approaching a crossroads. This pending
watershed moment is not technical in nature, nor is it environmental.
The technology is ramping up exactly as hoped, and represents one of the
most energy efficient and environmentally friendly options for heating and
cooling our homes and businesses.
The challenge facing geothermal today relates directly to Congress:
time is running out on the renewable energy tax credits for commercial and residential GHPs, which
expire at the end of this year, before the technology has achieved the scale to fly on its own. This was
not supposed to happen.
Under last year’s so-called “omnibus” legislative package, Congress negotiated, in exchange for
lifting the oil export ban, an extension of existing energy tax credits—but solely for wind and solar
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technologies. A range of other technologies that currently qualify for energy tax credits under Sections
45, 48, and 25D of the tax code were excluded from a five-year extension of the credit with a phasedown period.
These “orphan” technologies collectively form the backbone of an all-of-the-above approach to
energy production. Yet after 2016, hydropower, geothermal steam power, combined heat and power,
closed- and open-loop biomass, municipal solid waste power, GHPs, fuel cells, microturbines and socalled “small wind” will all cease to benefit from tax credits that are viewed as essential to their continued roll-out and eventual adoption on a commercially viable scale. Unless, that is, Congress decides
to provide the same benefits to orphan technologies as it afforded wind and solar.
As bad as the hit is to these fledgling technologies, the loss for GHPs is even worse. Losing the
renewable tax credits starts a domino effect of losing tax incentives. If GHPs lose the renew-able tax
credit, they will also lose its accelerated depreciation. If GHPs lose accelerated depreciation, they will
also lose bonus depreciation.
Energy-efficient homeowners will lose too if Congress does not act to address this “Catch 22.”
The existing tax credit that goes directly to the taxpaying homeowner who installs a GHP also expires at
the end of this year. According to the U.S. Department of Energy, “Although the purchase and installation cost of a residential GHP system is often higher than that of other heating and cooling systems,
properly sized and installed GHPs deliver more energy per unit consumed than conventional systems.” It
doesn’t make sense to provide a tax credit to businesses that invest in GHPs without incentivizing
individual homeowners when practicable, especially when it was provided for solar panels. The GHP
industry presence in the residential sector is just as important as it is for the commercial sector.
It is uncertain whether Congress intended to exclude GHPs from the extension of the wind and
solar tax credits given the intense and hurried activity surrounding the culmination of the omnibus
package. However, it is almost certain that Congress inadvertently deprived this renewable technology
of an accelerated depreciation and bonus depreciation option that is provided to almost all other
renewable technologies. Making things worse, energy-efficient homeowners are going to see a tax
increase. All of these benefits would be reinstated for GHPs if Congress acts to extend the renewable
tax credits afforded to wind and solar to all of the orphan technologies. Until then, the domino effect is
set to start.
So what can be done? Congress needs to hear from its constituents about how important the tax
incentives are for the geothermal heat pump industry—and they need to hear now. A simple phone call
or letter will show Members of Congress (see instructions next page) that this an important issue to GHP
manufacturers, installers, and contractors in their respective districts. The louder the drum beat, the
more Congress will be persuaded to provide the same treatment to geothermal heat pumps as it provided to wind and solar. Geothermal technology deserves to take off, but our voices need to be heard
loud and clear to make sure it gets its chance. (GEO)
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Contact Your Congressman Today!
Support Geo Tax Credit Extensions in H.R. 5167
We need your help once again to push for H.R. 5167, legislation that will extend the residential
and commercial tax credits for geothermal heat pumps.
Recently the Geothermal Exchange Organization (GEO) organized a “Fly-In” to Washington, DC,
where we led a dedicated coalition of grassroots advocates in meetings with more than 50
Congressional offices and the White House promoting H.R. 5167. Our meetings were positively
received and GEO continues to garner co-sponsorship and support of the bill on Capitol
Hill. We have a good chance of getting this legislation passed before the end of the year.
Congress has recessed for the elections, so now is the time to contact them through their
home offices.
You may have already heard from other leaders in our industry, but we’re reaching out directly
to you with two easy ways you can make a difference to our effort for the industry.

First, Contact Your Congressman

Please contact your Congressman and tell him or her to co-sponsor Rep. Tom Reed’s (R-NY)
legislation to extend our residential and commercial tax credits, H.R. 5167. This bipartisan bill
provides for a credit extension and gives us tax parity with solar and other renewable technologies. The bill has already attracted a significant amount of support on both sides of the aisle,
but we need even more to send a strong message to Congressional leadership that our tax
credits should be extended through 2021. CLICK HERE for a Congressional Directory, where
you can quickly find addresses and phone numbers for district offices in every state. Then
CLICK HERE for a sample letter that you can use with your letterhead and signature to
contact your Congressman in support of H.R. 5167.

Second, Invite Your Congressman to Visit a Job Site

If you have ongoing geothermal heat pump projects, please ask your Congressman to visit your
job site to see the good work his or her constituents are engaged in. This has proved itself time
and again as a very effective method of grassroots advocacy. Once an elected official realizes
the impact and potential of our industry, they become a lifelong champion of geothermal heat
pumps. Job site visits make this a reality. GEO has prepared a package of materials including
instructions and sample letters that make it easy to request a visit by your Congressman. CLICK HERE to browse and copy them for your use.

Please contact GEO with any questions. Phone: (888) 255-4436.
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Tax Credit Critical to Keep Geo Biz Pumping

Sept. 30 – An article by Sarah Terry-Cobo in Oklahoma City Journal Record describes work by geothermal
heat pump advocates to extend residential and commercial tax credits for their technology. “Dan Ellis
said he wants the same treatment his competitors get: extensions for tax credits. The chairman of
Comfortworks Inc. is among at least two dozen people lobbying Congress to extend an expiring tax
credit for ground-source heat pumps. Ellis said his geothermal heat pump business and dozens of service
companies in Oklahoma could suffer without the extension.
“The state is considered the epicenter of the industry, said Doug Dougherty, president and CEO
of the national [Geothermal Exchange Organization – GEO]…. Dougherty said the tax credit is needed to
help shorten the payback period for geothermal projects. One project in Oklahoma City could have a
1.7-year payback with the tax credit and a rebate from the local utility. Otherwise, the payback period
would be about 22 years. The tax credit is set to expire in December, so any project that isn’t completed
by then won’t qualify.
“Dougherty and Ellis visited Capitol Hill the third week in September, with representatives from
Western Farmers Electric Cooperative, the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, the National
Association of Home Builders and the American Air Conditioning Contractors. The coalition visited 56
congressmen and women in two days.
“Dougherty said the solar photovoltaic and large wind industries received an extension for their
tax credit program in December 2015. He said he thought the geothermal sector would be included in
the extension package, but it wasn’t. “We just want parity with solar,” he said. “And we want a change
in the language from ‘placed in service,’ to ‘commenced.'”
“He said he’s optimistic they’ll get the extension passed in the lame-duck session when Congress
returns after the Thanksgiving recess. He said Harry Reid, Mitch McConnell, Paul Ryan and Nancy Pelosi
have pledged support. Part of Oklahoma’s delegation, including Sen. Jim Inhofe and Rep. Tom Cole, is
also on board, Dougherty said.
Ellis is also optimistic. “Former President George W. Bush signed into law the original tax credit in
December 2008, Ellis said. But some conservative Republicans are opposed to tax credits in principle.
Ellis said he understands why some in the Republican Party would prefer completely overhauling the tax
system and eliminating all tax credits. He said he’s fine with that, but in the meantime, it’s not fair that
solar and wind got extensions and other renewable energy forms got left out.” See article here. (The
Journal Record and KGOU).

GEO needs the direct involvement and full support
by everyone in the geothermal heat pump industry.
Our message to all companies that benefit from our
advocacy work: “It’s time to step up and JOIN GEO!”
For more information and to sign up, CLICK HERE.
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Time Running Out on Tax Credits

Editor’s Note: The following (abridged) article by Senior Writer Brent Blasgow appeared on Sep
27, on the Angie’s List website. According to Glasgow, the story was sent as an email blast to
more than two million Angie’s List members on Oct. 2. The article claimed 39,000 readers on its
first day of distribution. “It’s gaining really good traction,” said Glasgow.

Sept. 26 - Tax breaks for geothermal and small wind end Dec. 31, but tax credits
for solar continue through 2022. It’s a large investment, and one that will pay off
in the long run, but you keep putting it off. Well, now is the time to act or miss out on the 30 percent
federal tax credit for installation of geothermal… renewable energy systems for your home.
With last December’s Consolidated Appropriations Act, tax credits for both expire Dec. 31, while
those who prefer solar energy systems fare a bit better with a reprieve until 2022. While that may be
good and bad news for the homeowner, the companies that install these systems see the tax-credit
expiration as a major threat.
“As long as the government incentives are there, business is good,” says Gerry Zack, president
and CEO of the U.S. Renewable Energy Association, a membership-based group that promotes
renewable technologies. “The minute they get pulled, people rush to get systems in and then you have a
big collapse. Then companies start buying one another out, others merge and it’s a mass consolidation.
That’s my fear of what’s ahead.”

Geothermal Left Out in the Cold

The geothermal industry can’t
figure out why the government extended
the tax credit only for solar. “This amounts
to picking winners and losers with the tax
code,” Geothermal Exchange Organization
President/CEO Doug Dougherty says. “If
some-one else is getting the tax credit,
others should get it, too.”
Dougherty calls geothermal “a
mature technology but a nascent industry
in terms of market share,” and admits many
people don’t understand it.
Temperatures six feet underground remain steady at about 57 deg. year-round, and with a
network of “ground loop” piping, geothermal heat pumps use the constant earth temperature to heat
and cool your home, instead of heating or cooling surface air. Dougherty says more than a million
properties, including residential and commercial, now have geothermal systems. A 4-ton residential
version costs around $16,000.
Geothermal and other renewable advocates spend each day in Washington, D.C., fighting for a
tax credit extension with H.R. 5167, the Technologies for Energy Security Act sponsored by Rep. Tom
Reed (R-NY), which would give non-solar renewables the same tax break for consumers.
“We have lobbyists there working on our behalf, and I’ve been there 10 times in hundreds of
meetings on the Hill,” Dougherty says. “We have an appreciation from people in Congress who know this
was a mistake.” Read the article here. (Angie’s list)
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Advocates Call on Gov. Cuomo to
Sign New York Geo Tax Credit Bill

At press conferences on Oct. 6 in
Buffalo, NY and on Oct. 11 in Syracuse,
State Senators joined geothermal
installers, advocates, homeowners,
business owners and environmental
organizations to call on Governor
Andrew Cuomo to sign Geothermal Tax
Credit Bill A9925/S6249. The bill gives a
tax incentive of 25% up to $5,000 to
homeowners to install geothermal, a
renewable energy technology for heating and cooling buildings. It passed
overwhelmingly in the New York State
Renee Vogelsang, Campaign Coordinator with New Yorkers for Clean
Senate and Assembly during the 2016
Power, flanked by NY State Sen. Rob Ortt (left) and Sen. Joe Robach
legislative session and is waiting the
(right), said geothermal heat pumps are critical to the state’s greenGovernor’s signature. The press conhouse gas emission goals.
ference on the steps of Syracuse City
Hall followed a vote by the City Council to pass a resolution calling for Cuomo to sign the bill.
The legislation comes at a dire time for the geothermal industry, which employs over 1,000
people in the state who may suffer a decline in sales and installations if federal tax incentives for geothermal heat pump installations are not renewed before the end of the year (see articles on pgs. 1-6)
The solar industry has benefited from a similar state tax incentive that has made the renewable energy
source more affordable and accessible to homeowners and businesses in the state.
Geothermal is critical to executing New York State’s recently adopted aggressive mandate to
achieve greenhouse gas reduction goals of 40 percent by 2030, as well as the longer term target of
reducing emissions 80% by 2050. The New York State Energy Plan says that 35% of the state’s climatedamaging greenhouse gases come from on-site combustion, primarily to heat homes and buildings.
“Utilizing natural, renewable energy benefits all New Yorkers. This legislation is a common sense,
bipartisan approach that will pay dividends across our region by reducing our carbon footprint for future
generations and investing in and creating good local jobs. With geothermal solutions, we’re also helping
to lower energy costs for hard-working families and small businesses,” said Sen. Rob Ortt (62nd District).
“I'm a big believer in a multi-pronged approach to energy, with geothermal generation a vital
part of that equation. Due to its strong potential, geothermal energy should benefit from the same type
of investments made in other renewable options, like solar. I'm proud to join local partners in calling on
Governor Cuomo to support clean, renewable geothermal energy by signing this bill into law,” said Sen.
Rich Funke (55th District).
“The bipartisan support, and passage, of this legislation is evidence that New Yorkers are
interested in new, eco-friendly ways to heat and cool their homes and reduce their overall carbon
footprint. This commonsense tax credit will provide more New Yorkers with the opportunity to utilize
geothermal heating, the benefits of which are not only environmental, but also economical,” said Sen.
Joe Robach (56th District).
GEO Industry News
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“New York is taking bold steps to create and support renewable energy sources. Through tax
credits we help protect the estimated 1,000 New York jobs in the geothermal industry and give
homeowners a tax break when they upgrade the heating and cooling systems to clean energy sources,”
said Syracuse City Councilor at Large, Jean Kessner
"I have always supported, and will continue to support, reliable renewable energy policies. This
sensible legislation will encourage wider use of geothermal energy systems, create good-paying jobs and
contribute to the reduction of carbon emissions across Central New York," said Sen. David J. Valesky
(53rd District).
“Geothermal energy offers a clean, renewable, and ever-present source of heating and cooling.
When we talk about how we can reduce our reliance on fossil fuels, these methods that use the earth’s
warmth just below the surface need to be part of the equation, said Assemblyman Al Stirpe (District
127). That’s why I am proud to have supported and voted for this tax credit that promotes this simple
yet profound technology.”
“Support for geothermal heat pumps is an absolutely essential component of any serious effort
to avert catastrophic climate change. “There is no other viable strategy for comprehensive greenhouse
gas reductions in space heating. That is why
we call on the Governor to ensure the
NY-GEO Urges Signatures
geothermal industry survives and thrives in
New York by signing the geothermal tax
to their Letter in Support of
credit bill into law,” said Jessica Azulay,
Program Director with Alliance for a Green
the Geothermal Heat Pump
Economy.
“Geothermal heating and cooling is
Tax Incentive Bill. Email
key to cutting fossil fuel use and helping
nygeoinfo@gmail.com for
New York State reach its greenhouse gas
reduction goals. However, with the federal
Information on How to Help!
tax credits scheduled to end on January first,
our industry is struggling with layoffs.
Governor Cuomo - help us be ready to boost your administration's heating and cooling initiative by
signing the NY Tax Credit into law and save 1,000 good paying New York jobs in the process,” said Bill
Nowak, Executive Director at NY-GEO.
“Renewable energy systems are vital to overcoming our deadly carbon addiction. Geologically,
New York is well-suited for several kinds of geothermal technology, and our communities need and
deserve the thousands of jobs they can bring. We need to level the playing field for all safe, effective
forms of renewable energy. We need Governor Cuomo to affirm the state's commitment against carbon
by signing this legislation, which is vital to the state's energy plan,” said David Fischer, Energy & Climate
Chair, Iroquois-Sierra Club.
"Renewable heating & cooling technologies like geothermal are critical to reaching New York's
40% greenhouse gas reduction goal by 2030,” said Renee Vogelsang, Campaign Coordinator with New
Yorkers for Clean Power (NYCP). “We applaud the New York State legislature for taking bold leadership
in passing Bill A9925/S6249 for a geothermal tax credit similar to what is currently available for solar
energy in the state. We call on Gov. Cuomo to continue to lead the way in fighting climate change and
supporting clean jobs by signing this bill into law.” More on geothermal heat pumps can be found here.
(NYCP Press Releases).
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Virginia Geo Association
Seeks Tax Credit Legislation

Oct. 18 – The Virginia Ground Source Heat Pump
Association (VGSHPA) was formed in early 2016 with
the goal of developing the geothermal heat pump
market in the state and encouraging elected officials
and policy makers to appropriately recognize the value of the technology.
With the successful grassroots push for state tax credit incentives in South Carolina, VGSHPA
seeks to replicate that achievement. With a strong statewide association of geothermal heat pump
professionals, VGSHPA will not only push for tax credits but promote greater market share.
VGSHPA Executive Director Richard Lay (North American Geothermal – Fairfax, VA) said, “We’ve
retained a lobbyist in Richmond, and we’re working with members from both chambers of the General
Assembly to draft and introduce companion tax credit bills in advance of a December filing deadline.”
“As VGSHPA continues its effort, they need your help,” said Geothermal Exchange Organization
Chief Operating Officer Ryan Dougherty. “Not only is the organization pushing hard for state incentives
for installations, they are also engaged in education and outreach initiatives throughout Virginia.”
If you or your business network has any involvement in the geothermal heat pump industry in
Virginia, now is the time to step up, join VGSHPA, and take part in their efforts. Please visit the VGSHPA
website here. Or contact Richard Lay by phone at: (877) GET-GEO1 (483-4361).

GEO Board of Directors Welcomes Martin Forsén

Sept. 28 – By unanimous vote, the Geothermal Exchange Organization (GEO)
Board of Directors appointed NIBE Manager of International Affairs Martin
Forsén to its ranks. NIBE is the market leader for domestic heating products in
the Nordic countries, Poland and the Czech Republic. The company owns GEO
Manufacturer Members ClimateMaster, Enertech and WaterFurnace in the
United States.
“Martin is well known across Europe for his geothermal advocacy
work,” said GEO Chairman Joe Parsons (EarthLinked Technologies). “Exchange
of U.S. and European experiences geothermal will be beneficial for all of us.”
“I would like to thank you all for this appointment. It is a great honor
for me to join your distinguished group,” said Forsén. “I am looking forward to
working with you, and learning more about how the American market and lobbying arena works. I hope
that I can bring in some ideas based on my experience from Europe and Sweden.”
Forsén earned his Master of Science degree in mechanical engineering 1997, at the Royal
Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden. After a short period at the electric utility Vattenfall, he
rejoined the institute as a researcher where he specialized in simulation of heat pump systems and
worked closely with the Swedish heat pump industry.
In 2003, Forsén was recruited President of the Swedish Heat Pump Association (SVEP). Since
then, he has been an active member of the European Heat Pump Association (EHPA), where he served
for several years as chairman of the former Executive Committee and later the Steering Committee.
NIBE recruited Forsén in 2013 to his current position as Manager International Affairs. The following
year, he was appointed President of the European Heat Pump Association (EHPA). (GEO)
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Certified GeoExchange Designer Course
Distance Learning Option
As an engineer or architectural designer, you have specific questions about geothermal systems that you want
answered. In cooperation with the Association of Energy Engineers (AEE), the International Ground Source
Heat Pump Association (IGSHPA) has designed a program to offer advanced training towards certification as a
Certified GeoExchange Designer (CGD). From an introduction to the technology to a complete review of the
design process, participants learn the information they need.
You have two options available for the CGD course – IGSHPA’s distance learning option and its CGD Plus
course. The distance learning option gives you the convenience of learning when you have the time; while the
CGD Plus course provides three days of concentrated learning under an experienced GSHP Professional.
This design course is created for professional engineers, registered architects, installers, and contractors. This
course is essential for individuals wanting advanced training and experience in designing GSHPs, and required
for experienced individuals who wish to earn certification. Topics include:
• Ground Source Heat Pump Design – Residential & Commercial
• Designing Closed Loop, Ground Heat Exchanger, Configurations & Layouts
• Soil/Rock Classification and Conductivity
• Borehole Grouting
• Thermal Conductivity in-situ testing
• Ground Loop Heat Exchanger Software
• Ground Source Heat Pump in System Performance
Eligibility Requirements
Each candidate for certification must meet one of the following four sets of criteria:
• Be an engineering graduate and/or Professional Engineer or Registered Architect with three years
combined experience in commercial geothermal design and/or heating, ventilation and air-conditioning
• Have a four-year, non-technical degree with five years combined experience in commercial geothermal
heat pump design and/or heating, ventilation and air-conditioning.
• Have a two-year technical degree with eight years of combined experience in commercial geothermal heat
pump design and/or heating, ventilation and air-conditioning.
• Have ten years or more of combined experience in commercial geothermal heat pump design and/or
heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning.

DISTANCE LEARNING OPTION available November 4
Webinars will be conducted using GoTo Meeting. Questions and answers to frequently asked technical
problems will be provided to participants by experienced designers and installers of ground source heat pump
systems. The opportunity to ask CGD material and other technical questions will be available before taking the
CGD exam. GoTo Meeting is a video conferencing program. Participants use a headset for talking and listening
through their computer. A link will be provided in your training materials to register and connect to CGD Live
Meeting. For additional questions and demo of CGD Live Meeting contact us here. Webinars must be enrolled
in or cancelled at least 5 days before the Webinar date.

CLICK HERE for more information and to REGISTER
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Alaska Senior Housing
Scores First with Geo

Oct. 3 – According to an article by Suzanna
Caldwell in the Alaska Dispatch News, “Beneath
the parking lot of East Anchorage's new
Creekview Plaza lies the heating source for the
entire complex. About 10 feet below the asphalt
are a series of glycol-filled tubes, which absorb
energy from the relatively cold water in the
ground to heat 49 units in two buildings. It's the
first time alternative energy ground-source heatpump technology has been used on a large scale
in an Anchorage building.
“Individual heat pump units are rare in Anchorage, because natural gas is an abundant and lowcost energy source in the area. But in places without natural gas like Fairbanks, Seward and rural parts of
the Mat-Su, more heat pumps are being installed as a heating source,” says the article.
At Creekview Plaza, every unit has its own heat pump, according to Brent Hove, project manager
with Cook Inlet Housing Authority. The systems are inconspicuous, hidden behind a ceiling panel in each
apartment, with each unit connecting to a bore hole in the parking lot. The pumps can provide heat or
cooling. Hove said the authority went with the technology in order to comply with grants that require
investments in alternative energy. Along with the heat pumps, the six-star energy-rated building also has
solar panels.” Hove said the payback period for the Creekview project may be 17 to 18 years because of
currently low natural gas prices. Read the article here. (Alaska Dispatch News)

MCCC Geothermal System a
Cost Efficient HVAC Alternative

Sept. 22 – Monroe County Community College (MCCC Monroe, MI) has a new geothermal heating and cooling
system that will be more environmentally friendly and
cost less than conventional heating and cooling equipment. System cost is $16.2 million.
The geothermal system is better for the environment and more cost-efficient. It will save the college a
minimum of $200,000 per year. The newest building on
campus, the Career Technology Center, installed a geothermal system when it was built in 2013. A similar heating and cooling system is being installed in five of the
campus’s older buildings. Included in the change are East
and West Technology, and the A, L and C buildings, all part of the original campus from the 1960s.
Work was completed before fall classes in the East and West Tech buildings. The C Building was scheduled to have the system installed by the end of August, and the L and A buildings are scheduled to be
finished near the end of September. Read the article here. (MCCC Agora)
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Exhibit Space & Sponsorships Now Available!

Put your product in front of hundreds of conference and class attendees in Denver at the 2017 IGSHPA
Technical/ Research Conference and Expo at the Crowne Plaza Denver Airport Convention Center.

Booth Rental Includes:

• Pipes and drapes
• Six-foot skirted table, waste basket & two chairs
• One 7” x 40” ID sign
• Name & company description in conference
program and on Exhibitors List on IGSHPA website
• Sponsors of $3,000 or more receive a link to their
website in the online list

Sponsorship Levels
Platinum • Gold • Silver • Bronze

• Lanyards
• Hotel Key Cards
• Conference Meals
• Conference Program/Notebook
• Wednesday Night Welcome Reception

CLICK HERE for more information, or call (Call 405-744-5175

CLICK HERE to register for the ASHRAE Winter Conference
in Las Vegas, including free access to the ASHRAE Expo
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Net Zero Multifamily a First in Milwaukee

Oct. 7 – On Milwaukee’s East Side in Wisconsin, Dominion Properties has developed two residential
buildings that draw on renewable energy from the sun as well as the earth. They are believed to be the
first of their kind in the city. Arrays of solar panels on the roofs of both developments generate power
for common areas, lights, elevators, HVAC and electric car chargers. Boreholes extending 400 feet below
the surface supply geothermal energy that heats and cools the properties. Sage ON PROSPECT employs
24 of the geothermal heat exchangers, while Sage ON JACKSON employs 18. As with all geothermal
systems, the interaction of the ground and the heat pump provides the energy transfer that warms the
units in the winter and cools them in the summer. Read the article here. (Multi Housing News)

Roxbury College Goes Geo

Oct. 5 – According to the Worchester Business Journal,
Ameresco (Framingham) has secured a $20.1 million energy
efficiency contract with Roxbury Community College in Massachusetts. “The renewable energy company will upgrade the
college's energy infrastructure and add renewable energy
resources on campus in part to help achieve a green urban
campus. The contract will be complete by the end of 2017, with
a projected annual savings of $860,000.”
In addition to lighting upgrades, a geothermal heat pump system with a canopied solar system
overhead will be built on campus. This system has an approximately 400-ton capacity. The 3,000 solar
panels that will be installed will have a capacity of nearly a megawatt. Once completed, the environmental benefits for this project include an annual emissions reduction of approximately 5,689,934
pounds of CO2, the equivalent of taking 545 cars off the road or planting 2,443 acres of U.S. forests
annually. (Worchester Business Journal Online)

Geo a Genius Way to Heat and Cool

Sept. 30 – Realtor.com reports that an efficient and smart way to heat and cool your home is with a

geothermal heat pump. “Simply put, a geothermal heat pump is a heating and cooling system that
transfers heat to or from the ground. Also called GeoExchange, earth-coupled, ground-source, or watersource heat pumps, they’ve been installed by the likes of the Queen of England, George W. Bush,
and Elton John. But that’s not to say they’re out of reach for the rest of us.
“These systems use the Earth’s relatively constant temperature to provide heating, cooling,
and hot water for homes,” explains Erin Portman of the International Ground Source Heat Pump
Association. “Using the pump, heat is moved from the home to the ground in the summer, and from
the ground to the home in the winter.”
“Yet while a geothermal heat pump carries a heavier price tag at the outset, it can reduce your
heating and cooling costs by as much as 25% to 50%—and will therefore pay for itself in about five to
seven years. Plus these systems are built to last, with components having a life span of 25 years. Special
financing may also be available along with the potential of tax credits that will curb those costs by as
much as 30%. Individual states also offer incentives, so don’t write off this eco-friendly option before
you’ve done your homework.” Read the article here or here. (Realtor.com and Fox Business News)
GEO Industry News
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IGSHPA Certified Geothermal Inspector Workshop
November 9-10 • Fort Wayne, Indiana
The IGSHPA Certified Geothermal Inspectors course was developed with two types of inspectors
in mind: code officials and quality inspectors. The class is taught in a classroom environment in 12
sections over a two-day period for a total of 16 contact hours. The first day the minimum body of
knowledge necessary for an inspector to have in order to perform his/her duties is presented. There
is a heavy emphasis on the ground heat exchanger- including closed loop, open loop, and standing
column well. After successful completion of the inspector’s work-shop you will receive a one-year
membership with IGSHPA. Upon passing the IGSHPA inspector’s exam and certification approval
you will be classified as an IGSHPA Certified Inspector of GSHP systems.

For more information about this and other classes, plus a special
one-day program for architects and inspectors CLICK HERE.

Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy
Building Technologies Office

Building Technologies Office Commercial Building Integration
Program Posts Two 179D Modeling Software Certifications
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) recently posted certifications for two software packages for
modeling systems and buildings for the purpose of claiming the 179D commercial buildings energy
efficiency tax deduction for buildings put into service on or after January 1, 2016.
Certifications for EnergyPlus Version 8.3.0 and TAS version 9.4 have been posted here. Links to
webpages where the software can be downloaded are provided in the first row of the table in the
certification form.
Building owners and operators, engineers, contractors, architects, and tax professionals can find
information about the 179D tax deduction, including all IRS notices and guidelines published by the
National
Renewable Energy Laboratory on this webpage.
Please send questions about the website to Buildings@ee.doe.gov. Please send tax related questions
to the Internal Revenue Service, or consult a qualified tax professional.
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Quest for Home Utility Bills of… Zero

Sept. 14 – By 2020, the California Energy Commission plans to require every new residential building
to meet a code called “zero net energy.” Under ZNE, over the course of a year a new house should
consume no more energy than it generates from sources such as rooftop solar panels. The state is still
writing the rules that will define exactly how builders are supposed to meet the goal, and some warn the
plan is so ambitious that regulators will be forced to roll back deadlines. By 2030, the mandate is set to
expand to all new commercial buildings as well. Residential buildings currently account for about 32% of
electricity usage across the state; commercial buildings consume 37%.
Some builders say they welcome California’s tougher standards because that’s the only way to
get the myriad technology and materials suppliers to scale up production and bring down costs. While
many of the bigger builders, like KB and Meritage, can put up energy-efficient housing developments
and keep prices close to those for less-efficient homes, that’s much harder to achieve for contractors
putting up single homes, because they lack the same economies of scale. Read the article here. (Wall
Street Journal)

North America Zero-Net-Energy Leader

Oct. 3 — In a recent study, Navigant Research said that although still
emerging, the market for zero-net-energy homes (ZNEHs) is expected
to be led by new construction in North America. Other countries in
select regions, such as Europe and Asia-Pacific, are also beginning to
follow suit with ZNE initiatives and energy-efficient building codes.
According to a report from the research firm, North America is
expected to lead the ZNEH market from 2015-2025.
“California is leading the drive toward ZNEHs worldwide with
its goal of 100 percent of newly constructed homes to be ZNE beginning in 2020,” said Neil Strother, principal research analyst with
Navigant Research. “However, other states are also beginning to take
small steps toward residential energy efficiency and ZNEHs.” Though
Europe and Asia-Pacific represent a much smaller portion of the
nascent market, both regions are expected grow quickly. ZNEH units in Europe, for instance, are
expected to grow from 185 in 2015 to more than 1,500 in 2025 at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 23.4 percent. Click here for an executive summary of the Navigant report.
Support the Industry's
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GEO Industry News is a publication of GEO, the Geothermal Exchange Organization, a nonprofit trade association that advocates the environmental, energy efficiency and economic
benefits of geothermal heat pump systems for heating and cooling of residential, commercial,
and institutional buildings. For more information, visit our website: www.GeoExchange.org.
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